Mechanized harvesting operation in windthrow damaged stands: a case study in the Northeast Italy
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Background

The critical aspects to be addressed in salvage logging are different from the ordinary logging operation conditions, with an increment of the risk for the safety of the forest operators. Furthermore, as in the case of the Vaia storm in the eastern Alps, the high presence of damaged wood material in steep and very ruggedness terrain determines a really complex operation condition. This condition is a key factor for many Italian forest enterprises, which, due to the need to reduce the safety risk and to increase the logging productivity in salvage logging operations, are moving to full mechanized system with the introduction of harvester and forwarder machines.

Objectives

The objectives of the present study are to analyze time consumption, productivity and machine lift of full mechanized Cut-to-Length system using wheeled harvester and forwarder in windthrow conditions in the Italian Alps.

Research methodology

Field activities were conducted during spring 2019 in two sites (A and B). Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) was installed in forwarder and harvester in order to collect the position of the machines. The landing points were market using the app AvenzaMap™. Hight frequency accelerometer was mounted on the chassis of harvester and forwarder. Action cameras were installed in the harvester and forwarder cabs and collected video in micro SD memory. Three power banks of 20000 mah insured the power of GNSS devices and action cameras. Both cameras were set to at 720 ppm and time stamp function active. During any loading phases, high-quality photos were taken orthogonally to the machine in order to reduce perspective distortions. StanForD data (.hpr and .pri) were thus downloaded from on-board computer at the end of the field activities.

Significant variables in forwarder productivity were investigated using a random intercept to the adoption of linear mixed-effect models. The significance of the simple variables was evaluated through the application of the Likelihood Ratio Test, testing the difference in two nested models using the Chi-square distribution. The significance level of the statistical analysis was set to 0.05. Statistical assumptions were checked analysing the residual plot distributions. In case of non-normal distribution of the residuals, logarithm and square root transformations were used, as appropriate, on both response variables and explanatory continuous variables.

The goodness-of-fit of linear mixed-models was tested through the coefficient of determination (R²adj).

Results

Harvester

832 harvester cycles were monitored in 33.73 hours (PAH66), 785 total stems were processed into 2330 logs, total harvester volume was 518.78 m³. Maximum average machine inclination was 18.1 % (St. dev. 0.67 %) measured during felling in site A and 12.6 % (St. dev. 1.16 %) during moving in site B. Highest maximum machine inclination was 41.8 % was measured during processing in site A and 32.8 % during processing in site B.

Forwarder

50 forwarder cycles were monitored in 34.27 hours (PAH66), 647 m³ of timbers were extracted. Maximum average machine inclination measured was 12.9 % (St. dev. 0.91 %) measured during travel loaded in site A, and 18.7 % (St. dev. 2.27 %) during travel while loading in site B. Highest maximum machine inclination measured was 30.4% measured during loading in site A and 42.5% during loading in site B.
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